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The Trio’s disastrous land use restrictions that punish Clark County rural citizens are even worse in California. When government becomes the enemy of the people instead of serving the people, everyone loses.

Why would we take the most abundant agricultural land in the world and turn it back to desert?

Why would we punish the people who work the land to put food on our tables and help feed the world?

Want motivation? Watch what governments controlled by Bureaucrats and Special Interests are doing to our neighbors in California. The same Bureaucrats and Special Interest Party has taken over Clark County to rule out common sense and overrule the citizens they are sworn to faithfully represent.

Want more like the Trio of Marc Boldt, Julie Olson, and Jeanne Stewart?

Then don’t vote or vote for more of the same backwards direction.

Or work to entrust faithful citizen representatives with your rights and resources. Eileen Quiring and David Madore would faithfully represent our citizens only if you work to make that happen.

The citizens who pick up the rope and pull in that Tug-O-War contest will determine the outcome. What will you do?

Dead Harvest

California's central valley produces a quarter of America's food, yet nearly a million acres have been forced out of production by federal laws and environment laws.
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David Clark: These are these are the same vermin that shut down NW logging, put thousand out of work and made families hungry. Like the bridge toll advocates, they simply DO NOT CARE about people. They are pretend environmentalists, progressives and Democrats.

Like Reply 2 11 hrs

David Clark: Their long range plan is to depopulate most of the USA and force everyone into cities to protect the land for nature. They want to turn the USA into a vast nature park. Google wild lands movement.

Like Reply 3 11 hrs

Rick Lewis: Glenn Lewis needs this.

Like Reply 9 hrs

Jonathan White: Dave I really want to like you. I know your a great guy that does awesome stuff in the community BUT these kinds of super negative posts just drive a wedge between people and just cause more problems. I would much rather hear what are you going to do about the issues then to get a finger pointing commentary on things.